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Management Software
INTERMEDIATE



Activity scenario summary:

In this example we are carrying on the code for the project which 
replicates a Hotel Front Desk Management Software System used by staff 
working at the front desk and in customer service.

Once this project is completed, the user will have built a real working 
software system which can allow staff to:

• Check people in and out of rooms

• View vacant rooms

• View Occupied rooms

• Book a meal

• Create a room service order

• View which rooms need to be cleaned

• View customer bill



At this point you should 
have already completed the 
code from the beginner 
resource…

If not then go back and 
complete that to move 
forward! 



The Menu:
You should already be 
familiar with the home menu 
from the beginner section.

In the intermediate section 
we will add functionality to 
the 5th and 6th buttons.



Book a Meal

This button will allow the 
user to order a meal for 
either breakfast, lunch or 
dinner.

It will show the user a 
list of available food for 
the option picked 
alongside the prices. 

The user can then add as 
much food as they would 
like to their order.



What it will look like…



Step 1

When the button is clicked, this 
code will run and the screen will 
clear.

Once ‘Book a Meal’ is clicked

Ask the user what their room number 
is.

Using an IF THEN block, we check if 
the room number given matches with 
the occupied room numbers in the 
list.

If the list matches then ask if they 
would like breakfast, lunch or 
dinner.

If not, then the button resets and 
the code reruns.



Step 2
Within the IF THEN block we add two IF 
blocks and an IF THEN block.

This is for each category of food the 
user can choose.

After an option is clicked the SHOW 
blocks show the list of food and the 
price of each item.

Ask what from the list they would like 
to choose

If the input is incorrect then the 
code relays an error message and the 
reruns the code



Step 3

An IF block is set up for each 
item in the list of breakfast 
food.

If that food is chosen then the 
item name and price are added to 
new lists.

The process is the same 
for lunch and dinner!

If the input is invalid then then 
the user is asked to try again 
later and then the screen resets. 



Room Service Orders

This button will allow the 
user to see all of the 
room service orders from 
the different rooms.



What it will look like…



Step 1

When the button is clicked the code 
will run, and the screen will be 
cleared.

When room service orders is clicked

The text is displayed by itself for 
two seconds before displaying the 
list containing the orders to the 
user.



You are now ready to 

move onto the 

advanced section!


